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ABSTRACT
For this paper I have investigated common problems that occur regarding the
problem of viewing the campus map and the direction faced by the outsiders from UTP.
The aim through this study is to overcome some of the problems that occurs to the
outsiders to know and identify the map of the New Building in the UTP campus. The
investigation involves the outsiders who are not too familiar with the UTP campus
surrounding. In this project, several techniques used such as providing Questionnaires,
and do some Observation.
In this research, the importance is ranked from the degree of the importance of
this system and its usability. Based on this ranking, the system is focusing on the New
Academic Building especially for the IT IS (01 and 02) building. As the findings have
been done, the study highlights the advantages of this system and the needs of the
modification to enhance and improve the system functionality.
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1.1 Background of Study
Electronic Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS Map Kiosk or in the short form
called EUM is the system that guide the user of the system to search the area or building
around the UTP that they required to know. The research will be based on the tools and
techniques in developing and creating the interactive map for the UTP usage. The
findings of the research will be represented in the analysis and also a prototype of the
interactive map kiosk. Besides that, the research also covers on the 3D development.
Underthe research on the tools and techniques, the research will focus on the best
way of developing and create an interactive map kiosk. It covers the best software or
tools and equipment to be used to create animations, the appropriate wayor techniques to
be used in creating and developing the good interactive map. The tools for 3D methods
also will be discussed in details later.
Another research that will be covers is on the kiosk itself. The kiosk that may be
used has the capabilities in providing the details and information about the location they
required. All the information regarding the building or location can be viewed by the
user. At the same time can help them searching to the right location that they are looking
for. The kiosk for this system is the standard personal computer (PC) as the hardware to
use this system. Thekioskusedfor thisproject will be discussed in details.
1.2. Problem Statement
Majority of the outsiders who are coming or visiting to the UTP campus has the
difficulties to know and identify the exact location of the rooms or buildings that they are
searching for. Currently, UTP is very large area of university and the new building look
the same. For the new comers or students or visitors who are not familiar with that area,
they easily get confuse with the surroundings. Although there are map provided around
the building, they still have the difficulties to identify or get the details of the room or
building either the location or the specific number for each room.
With the modern environment and the technology that exist in this UTP campus,
it is useful to use available facilities and technology in order to enhance the information
retrieval of UTP New Academic Building map. From the static map, this system will be
able to make it interesting and interactive map by providing not only the text, and image
but also animation.
1.3 Objectives
H! To identify whether it is relevant or not to develop this Interactive UTP Map
Kiosk by handling the survey and observation.
11 To describe interactive map development such as tools and techniques to be used
in developing the interactive map
M To analyze and develop the system as a product to UTP for its New Academic
Building.
U To identify the best way in developing the interactive map by using the
technology provided.
M Do apply 3D format the common browser
1.4 Scope of study
1.4.1 Research Elements
To seek and analyze the feedback from the user by distributing the questionnaires and
do some observations as a feasibility study for this project to create and develop
interactive map kiosk for UTP New Academic Building
To study on the interactive map design and development in tools and also techniques.
The research will covers from the selection of multimedia tools that need to be used
to develop the system and simplify the process of developing the system. It also
covers the area of discussion for the hardware and software requirement. It is because
there are several kind of tools that exist.
Besides that, the research on techniques also will be covered. The research is
purposely to choose the best techniques to be used and can ease in the development of
creating the interactive map.
Another from the known multimedia tools, research will also covers on the 3D
interactive map, how to create the 3D building or map using the 3D tools and need to
consider the platform to display the model that is commonly only can be viewed with
the special software.
Research also covers the research on the utilization of kiosk system because the kiosk
might be any hardware such as touch screen or personal computers.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
3D tools have the capability to present the information or the graphics that is more
interesting, innovative and real. In this paper we advocate the use of 3D techniques for
realistic visualizations of geographic data for the purpose of navigation and orientation.
[1]
By having the three dimensional map, it will help the user to feel it more interesting and
user friendly system that can help them to navigate the map. Three dimensional maps
have the capabilities to show the geo environment in electronic form to improve the
information retrieval. Three-dimensional maps are fundamental tools for presenting,
exploring, and manipulating geo data. This paper describes multi resolution concepts for
3D maps and their texture-based design. [2]
Nearly all early approaches for automating, organizing, and drafting map data used
Computerized Aided Drafting (CAD) technology with particular emphasis on interactive
graphics system functionality. It is becausethe interactive graphics will be able to present
the high quality and accurate data or information to the user and have the capability to
attract user to use the system. [3]
The map agent is for the construction of navigating maps, performing tasks on behalf of,
and communicating with users. It will be able to help user in searching the required
location needed by the user. [4]
Navigation map able to show and display clear image to the user. The map display can
also shows the map scale and geographic details such as lakes, rivers, highways and
towns. So all the features can be viewed easily by the user using the map and the specific
information or data can be presentedby the systemto the end user of the system. [5]
In this day and age, as we try to move closer to the paperless office, and Internet use
increases daily world-wide, it is a good ideato have a grasp on how to provide yourmaps
to not only your coworkers, but to the world in an electronic format.... to be easily
downloaded, viewed, and printed. By having the technology that exist nowadays, it will
help us to grab opportunity to produce one product that is useful and interesting to the
user. [6]
By using Macromedia Dreamweaver, it will ease the developer to develop the task and
create the innovative outcome or kiosk to the user. With Macromedia Dreamweaver since
it is a mature, commercial tool that fits well into our environment. To do the maintenance
task to the web or system, the Macromedia Dreamweaver could support in order to help
the developer. So it will ease the developer in developing the interesting web for the end
user besides giving the help to the developer. [7]
Beside teaching and learning interactive Web-based animations can be also excellently
used to support research. Here they can be applied to acquire fundamental knowledge
give deep and illustrative insights into the behavior of complex dynamic systems. It is
very useful to use the interactive Web-based animations in order to give or present the
information and knowledge to make it more understandable by the user when using the
web. The information that contains in the web can be presented in the form of more
interesting manner and can show the quick explanation to theuser. [8]
By using the Macromedia Flash it may give more advantages to the web developer who
is using this tool. It is affordable, easy to use, portable and theplayer is free. It is because
the file is standalone and canbe import or saved as .exefiles. These criteria would help to
developer to solve several problems that may occur during developing and maintaining
the web or system in the future. [9]
Kiosk systemhas become very popular in their roles as point of information. Multimedia
products have become mature enough to allow for user friendly user interface and for
digital storage and retrieval in networked environments. It will be able to store database
and information to be retrieved by the user. It can be the user friendly and is suitable to
be the device to present the information to the in variety kind of situation. [10]
The interactive campus map at University of Utah is designed to allow students, faculty,




From the previous report, author has stated that the waterfall model is the
methodology that will be used in developing this kiosk system. But after some analysis
and observation has been made, author has decided to come out with own methodology
for this system by referring the portion of the waterfall methodology to make it fix with
the system development flow. Fromthe analysis aboutthe methodology that is suitable to
be used, there are 5 phase of that are considered to be used. There are planning phase,
design phase, development and coding phase, testing phaseand delivery phase.
For the planning phase, there are a few kinds of researches that are involved. The
matters that are involved are the process of feasibility study, analysis of the topic that
relevantto be chosen for this project and also the research on the tools and techniques to
be used.
The second phase is the phase called designing phase. This phase consists of the
process of analysis and designing the process flow of the system. Besides that, thetaskof
creating and designing the storyboard or the possible user interface also is created.
Thenext phasewill be the thirdphase that consists of the coding and development
phase. Thisphase involve the coding of the system to perform some tasks for example to
coding to retrieve the information about the buildings. The process of development and
construction of the system is also included in this phase. The entire tasks for developing
the interface, template, animation etc are done in this phase.
The fourth stage is the testing phase. During this phase, the system that has been
completed will be tested to test whether the system able to work or not and at the same
time to see whether all the features and functions that are required is been fulfilled or not.
If there are any modifications that need to be done after the testing, the remodification of
the system will be done during this phase before it is delivered to the end user.
The last phase is called the delivery phase. At the delivery phase, the system will
be presented to the user and for this project, the end user that will see this end output or
product is the evaluatorand the demonstration of the project will be done duringthe Final








Figure 1 : Interactive UTP Map Kiosk Methodology
Delivery
3.2 Tools or Equipment required
PHP, MySQL, APACHE Server, other Web Based applications and 3D Application:
The main platform to be used throughout the development of the system is the
PHP. As per the database requirements, the MySQL is currently seeing as the best option.
It is easier and more user friendly to be used. Other tool required for the animation part is
the 3D Application either the using the 3D Flash or using the 3D Animation Studio.
Further research is to be done to identify the alternatives devices available and how they
support the system effectively. Currently, the best device or hardware to be used is the
common personal computer as the kiosk for this system. This system is best viewed using
the Internet Explorer browser.
Currently, the software for 3D that is considered to be used is the 3D Flash
Animator. The Adobe Photoshop 6 also is used to design the template of the kiosk. It is
because all the software that are stated above are user friendly to be used and easy to
familiarize with the function and tools that are provided.
A few additional tools have been used due to ease the development of the project.
The additional tool that has been used is the Rhinoceros 3 software. But the software only
can be used for 25 times because it is the evaluation software. The software used to create




The development of this system is within 6 months. So the scope only focuses on
the scope that is stated at the early stage of this report. The system is and will be tested at
the end of semester.
Figure 2 shows that how the system will be related to each other in order to
retrieve information from the Interactive UTP Map Kiosk.
Figure 2 Interactive UTP Map Kiosk General View
After do the research on the tools and techniques, there are several options of
multimedia tools that can be used to develop this project. During the research, the





5. Java Script Language
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- project development
- animation and montage
- animation
- text animation
- for drop down menu
The Macromedia Dreamweaver has been used is because of its capability to
import and export varies kind of files from other software, (see Figure 3)
& Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004- [Untitled Document (FYP/NewGeneral.htm*)]
File Edit View Insert Modify Text Commands Site Sothink Window Help
Common • %S-§|iS"&-if^|f)'P











<area shape="poly" ccords="386,206,407,249,347,332,300,330,321,246" href="building.ha" alt^begin3THB|
appendSTHI("false","Sothlnk£nb3p;DHTHlHenu","left","middle",",r,"","-lVr-l","0Vrnonaal"/'transparent","
<div align="center">
<script fcype=,r text/javascript" language="JavaScriptl.2">
Figure 3.0 Workspace for Macromedia Dreamweaver
The tools that have been stated above are for the multimedia development part
only. After done with the research on tools that can be used to create and developthe 3D
model, there are several tools that may help to ease the development of the 3D objects.
There are:
1. 3D Max Studio or 3D Rhinoceros
2. Macromedia Director 8.5 (3D Basic)
(see Figure 4)
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- to create the solid object
- 3D animation
Untitled - Rhinoceros (Evaluation)
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Figure 4 Workspace for 3D Rhinoceros
The Macromedia Director 8.5 is suitable to be used is because of the macromedia
product that is commonly can save the file as the HTML format that can be viewed using
the Internet Explorer or other browser which can be viewed by any user. The
Macromedia Director also has the capability to import the 3D object from other software.
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Figure 5 Workspace for 3D Usingthe MacromediaDirector 8.5
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Figure 6 Screen Shows How the 3D Object Can be Imported to Director
Workspace
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For the server to insert or retrieve data, the author has chosen the Apache server
using the PHP (that support by Macromedia Dreamweaver) and MySql as the database.
4.1 Findings
From the findings that have been done, it shows that it is necessary to build and
develop a system that can help the user especially the outsider that come to the UTP to
navigate the UTP New Academic Building especially for the Building 1 ( Information
Technology ) building and Building 2 (Information System ). By using the tools such as
Macromedia Dreamweaver and Macromedia Flash, it may help the task in developing
this system and the interface of the kiosk become easier and innovative. The database of
the details description of the buildings is stored in the MySql, in order to retrieve the
information direct from the database. The kiosk that is used for this system is the standard











Figure 7 Graph for Percentage ofthe Respondent
To analyze the feasibility of the project, the author has distributed the
questionnaires to several group pf respondents that are students, New Academic Staff,
Non New Academic Staff and others (the other type of respondents included the
outsiders). The questionnaires have been distributed through several ways such as Mire
(Internet Relay Chat), emails and self delivery. But the respond that the author gets from
the respondent quite disappointed. There are a few reasons for the difficulties to achieve
full target of the questionnaires. There are because of the time constraint, lack of
cooperation from the respondent etc. The rating of the respondent is represented
graphically as shown in Figure 7.
The questionnaires have been distributed to the 70 for students, 15 for New
Academic, 5 for Non New Academic Staff and 10 for the others (outsiders). As shown in
the graph (Figure 7), the responds that the author getsonly 71% from students, 40% from
staff and 60% from others.
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Figure 8 Survey for New Academic Surrounding Familiarization
From the survey above, it shows that majority of the respondents are not familiar
with the New Academic Building surroundings yet. About 45% of the respondent answer
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Figure 9 Result for Preffered Map
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From the graph above, majority of the respondents prefer to have the
interactive map compared to the static map. It is because; the interactive map is more
interesting to them. About 98% of the respondents prefer to choose interactive map
compared to only 2% of the respondent choose to have the static map. (see Figure 9)
Do you need detailed information
about a specific map such as detailed












Figure 10 Result for details description in form of text
The graph shows that the user requires the map displayed interactively together
with the detail information about the map in form of text. In might because if there are
supporting text that give more explanation about the location, it help to strengthen the
task in searching for the required building. 99% of the respondents answer the question
as YES and only 1% of the respondents answer the question as NO. (see Figure 10)
17
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Kind of Additional Elements
Others
Figure 11 Result for Additional Elements Required
According to the graph above (Figure 11), it shows that majority of the
respondents prefer to choose the User Feedback to be added into the kiosk as the
additional elements. About 70% of the respondents prefer to have User Feedback as the
additional elements to included, 20% choose User Suggestion, 2% prefer Forum and 8%
for the others. There are many kind of opinion that has been suggested by the respondent
for the OTHERS answer. There are some staff suggested that there will be interesting
kind of system if there are a section that require the user to insert the input such as
biometric technology (e.g thumb print) in order to enter the system and other kind of
technology to enhance the kiosk.
From the analysis that has been done based on the survey, it shows that it is
feasible to develop this Interactive UTP Map Kiosk in order to generate the facilities that
will be able to help the user to search for their location around UTP New Academic
Building.
After the feasibility report that has been done, it shows that the kiosk have many
advantages to UTP campus to perform and solve current problem that exist such as on
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how to navigate the rooms and buildings that exist in the UTP New Academic Building.
Some of the students or staff at non New Academic Building is not too familiar with the
new surroundings and the new buildings. And it shows that this Interactive UTP Map
Kiosk is useful to be used in UTP for the modern and unique New Academic Building.
4.3 Discussion
From the research on the journal and other sources such as the observation on the
Internet, it shows that there are researchers who have done similar to this system and it
can help to improve the functionality and enhance the organization. So it is also can be
applied into the UTP campus to introduce and show the rooms that exist in the New
Academic Building.
From the analysis has been done, the flow of this system has been created to fix
with the system that is developed. The flow chart is shown in the next page for reference.
The flow is starting from the montage until the user want to quit from the kiosk. The
middle flow shows that the user can choose either to know the introduction of briefly
about the UTP New Academic Building or just to choose the option to navigate the map
of the New Academic Building, (refer to Figure 12 )
The storyboard also has been drafted as the guidance in order to help developer to
create the web for the real system for the next phase. There are three storyboards that
have been designed for the main screen, home page and also the user interface to navigate
the map. (refer to Figure 13,14, 15 )
All data that can be retrieved from this system can be presented in more
interactive way and make it understandable. That is why the purpose of using the
multimedia technology to present the map and give explanation about the details of the
building to the user by using the animation or graphics rather than just using the static
text, (refer to Figure 14 )
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The sample of the mainpage snap shot can be viewed in Figure 16. It is not
complete yet and it is under project construction.
By using the multimedia tools, it can reduce the problem that may be occurred
during the development of this kiosk. For an example, by using the multimedia tools, it


















Figure 13 Main Screen
Figure 14 Home
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Figure 15 Map Navigation
'3l Untitled Document Microsoft Internet Explorer
File Edit View Favorites Tools Help
(, ^pswdi ^Favorites |§*Media -0^'i^ lM '•
Md^s* ]C \Documents and5ettIngs\gatekeeper\My Documents\Unnamed SitellFYPtfntro.htm
MyComputer
Figure 16 Sample of MainPage Snap Shot
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4.4 Features
For this kiosk, there are several functions that are included. The scope of the areas
considers the location, functions that may be required and other considerations. The
system focus on these following matters:
4.4.1 Map
Map or picture of the location show the exact point or place of the location that
the user need to know and by having the map, they will know what are the other
buildings that exist around the identified area to strengthen the exact location of the
required place. The map presents the general map of the UTP building and it zooms in
the location selected by the user and has the animation.
4.4.2 Area
The areas that are focused for the map is the UTP New Academic Building
specifically for IT IS buildings that are 01 Building and 02 Building. The system states
the details of each room that exist in the building by selecting any level of the building.
4.4.3 Information or Details Inquiry
Besides providing the information to the user in form of display text and the
picture in the listed list, user can access the information in the database that exist in the
system about the building that consist in the campus.
4.4.4 Guest Book
The user of this system will be able to give their feedbacks or comments about the
building around UTP campus as well as their feedback about kiosk system. By having
this feedback section, we will have the variety of suggestion and comments that will help
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us in improving the functionality of building around campus as well as in improving this
kiosk system.
4.5 Map Navigation
Building 01 [Information Technology]
Building 02 [information System]
Building 03 [Chemical Engineering]
Building 04 [Chemical Engineering]
Building 05 [Chemical Engineering]
Figure 17 General Map ofNew Academic Building
To help the user to navigate the map of the New Academic Building, the general
map as shown above ( Figure 17 ). When the user points their mouse to the one of the
location that they want, the map will display the buildings that exist around that area of
the selected location.
For an example when the user points the cursor to the one of the label box (e.g
Box labeled Academic Building, the map will display the all the name of the building that
exist around that area) such as for Area Academic Building 1, there are:
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1. Building 01 (Information Technology)
2. Building 02 (Information System)
3. Building 03 (Chemical Engineering)
4. Building 04 (Chemical Engineering)
5. Building 05 (Chemical Engineering)
The tool used for to produce the drop down menu is by using the Java Script.
Then if the users want to zoom the selected area, the user needs to click on the map that
they want to zoom. The map then will go to the zoomed map that will show the building
more specific compared to the previous map according to the position of the building.
Figure 18 Zoom In Map for Building 01 and 02
When the user clicked the selected area that they want to navigate, the map as
shown above (Figure 18) will be displayed. The map is the zoomed map and the name of
the building will be displayed when the user point the cursor to the number of the
building (displayed). If the user wants to navigate the building, the user needs to click the
building and then the level for each building will be displayed.
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The level for each building will be displayed as shown below (Figure 19) when
the user clicked on the selected building. The user can choose the level they want to
explore. When the user clicked on any level on the map, the map will shows the rooms
that exist for that level. The name of the room also provided in English and Bahasa
Melayu. The way of represent the data also use the same Java Script coding.
Figure 19 Map for rooms at selected level of the building
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4.6 3D Development
-*" Untitled - Rhinoceros (Evaluation)
File Edit View Curve Surface Solid TransForm Tools Dimension 'Analyze Render Help-
Click and drag to rotate (Down Left Right Up)
Command: u
D & & !3 * % * ^.f) <&&$-yp]@>@ m,A^ ©: nu. h,di ^X» OW,&
Figure 20 Create the 3D Building using the 3D Rhinoceros
As shown in Figure 20, the screen shows how the author develops the 3D model
of the buildingof the New Academic Building using the 3D modeling software called3D
rhinoceros. The purpose of using this software is because of its capability to create an
object and also the software has the capability to convert, import, export and save the 3D
object into several file formats. When the 3D object has beencreated, it need to be saved
as .3ds file format.(see Figure 20.1)
When the object already in the form of .3dsformat, the object will be load into the
Caligari Truespace (see Figure 21). Caligari Truspace hasthe capability in convert the3D
object to the Macromedia Director format. So, from the Macromedia Director, the 3D
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Figure 20.1 .3ds File Format
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Figure 21 Import the3D Object (.3ds) into Caligari Truespace
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4.7 System Descriptions
J3 Untitled Document - Microsoft Internet Explorer
File Edit View Favorites Toob Help
Q Hack @ S IMl C^ ' J^Search 'Media
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Figure 22 Snapshot of the Welcome Page
This is the snapshot of the welcome page of the Interactive UTP Map Kiosk (see
Figure 22). The page shows the title presented in the animation andthe page also provide
two options to be chosen by the user. The two options are the Montage and Enter. If the
user clicks to the Montage button, the page will go to the page that will display the short
montage for the Interactive UTP Map Kiosk. But if the user clicks to the Enter button, the
page will be linked to the home page as the introduction page for the system, (see Figure
23)
For the Home Page, a brief description about this kiosk is provided to be viewed
bythe user. Besides that, a general information about the rooms that exist in the building
(this kiosk only focus on IT IS building). Figure 23 shows how the home page looks like
and menu that are used for this kiosk using the Java script drop down menu. The menu
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that is located at the left side of the home page consists of the Home, eMap, Guest Book
and the Exit options.
'3 Untilled Dorumenl - Microsoft Interne! Explarei
Hie Edit View Favorfces Tads Help
©Back - © [»] Ifld ©JP S^h ^Favontes ^ Media
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U J-h
Google' yj 6fcSearch Web g] 9blocked "Qai'mhI! ' g Options
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Maim
Welcome to Interactive UTP Map Kiosk, the system that may help you searching the location.
Building01 [INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY]





Figure 23 Home Page
The Home button will link the user to this Home Page. The eMap button will link
the user to the other page that will ask the user either they want to navigate the map or
not.(see Figure 24)
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Then the user need to click at the eMap link at the page to link to the general map
as shown below (see Figure 25). The user can view the name of the building with its
building number by mouse over the area of the building that they want to view. The Java
Script drop down menu has been used to display the name and the number for each
building. The user need to know where they are and then the map may help them to
navigate the map by display the details of building (building name and building number)
so that the user will know the other building that exist around them.
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Figure 25 Navigate eMap from General Map
After the user navigate the general map, and then the user can click at the building
that they want to navigate. For this project, the author only focus on the IT IS Building.
So when the users click the building area for IT IS, it will zoom to the next page and the
zoomed map as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26 Zoomed Map
Figure 26 shows the zoomed map after the users click at the Academic Building
that consists of IT and IS building. The map shows each building with its number. The
user needs to click on the selected building. Then the level of the building will be
displayed. There are 4 levels of floors for each building. The user can click on the
selected level to see what rooms that exist for each level of the building.
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Figure 28 Mapfor the ThirdLevel
Figure 28 shows the third level of the building. The third level is the highest level
for the building. And the level is only for the lecturer room and also meeting room. The
same concept used to display the details for each room, the Java Script is used. For this
level, when theuser mouse over thenumber, the number of room will appear with the full
name of the lecturer who are located there.
Each level of the building has its own uniqueness. For an example, the highest
level of the building only has lecturer room and meeting room and has no labs there. So
for the level that has labs, the information about the rooms such as its name also
displayed using the Java Script drop down, (see Figure 29). When the user points their
mouse to the lab, the name of the lab will be highlighted. And for the lab that has the
additional details suchas as shown in Figure 29; the lab for teaching or learning, the map
will display either the lab is for teaching or learning matters.
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Figure 29 Sample of Map for the Levelthat has labs
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Figure 30 Guest Book
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As shown in Figure 30, the page is for the Guest Book. The purpose of the guest
book is the space for the user to give their comments and suggestion in order to improve
this kiosk system. Besides that, the user also can view the other people's suggestion or
comments. For the guest book, the options that provided are User Suggestion, User
Feedback and also Forum, (see Figure 31 and 32)
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Figure 31 User Feedback
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Besides that, the additional function also has been added to the system according
to the updated user requirement. The function is the search function that has the
capability to help user searching for their location by giving the input about their current
location and the next location that they are searching for. (see Figure 34)
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Figure 34 User Input
The details of the searched location will be represented in the form of text and
also the direction to go to the targeted location, (see Figure 35)
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From the following pressing need and opportunities, Electronic UTP Map Kiosk
(EUM) is an alternative for the UTP campus to introduce the latest and modern New
Academic Building and at the same time make full use of the technology to enhance the
campus environment. The importance of such system is obviously useful in every
working environment.
During doing the research on the tools and techniques, the author has analyzed the
suitable tools and techniques to be used to develop this project. There are software and
tools that are free to be used at any platform. There are several kinds of tools and
software that the author is not familiar with such as 3D Studio Max. So it may take time
for the author to learn about the function of the software to develop the 3D model as
required in this kiosk.
By having this kiosk, UTP can improve and enhance the technology that exists in
this campus because it makes full use of the technology that this campus have now. The
scope of area has been identified to give the details about the area that the user may have.
It may help the UTP campus and organization to introduce and show the modern
education environment of the campus to the outsider and the specialty of the campus to
the world.
With the technology that exists and provided, it is important to make full use of it
in order to build the new product to UTP campus.
After done with the research on the 3D interactive map, most of the recent
interactive map only uses the 2D map to display the map. The uniqueness of this map is
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the 3D model of the building will be displayed in the browser. There is the software that
can ease the development of the 3D building such as the 3D Studio Max and then it will
be exported to the Macromedia Director 8.5 to convert the file into the file that the
browser can support.
The system consist of the details, picture and other animation that may make the
system to become more interactive and interesting to be used by the user especially who
are not familiar with the UTP campus (New Academic Building) that has just been built a
few months ago.
During developing this system, it is important to take into the consideration about
the project schedule. With 6 months given in order to complete the system, I as the
developer need to follow the project schedule with the date that has been set at the early
project documentation ( please refer to the Project Schedule that has been attached
Appendix A). The delay of the development task may cause the problem at the end of the
project deliverables. So, it is important to follow the task and date that has been
scheduled to avoid any problems that may occur.
During developing this system, the author has learnt about multimedia tools to
make the system to become more interesting, interactive and user friendly. More
knowledge and skills are required in completing this project.
Future Enhancement
For the future enhancement for this Interactive UTP Map Kiosk, the availability
of the software (Caligari Truespace v.6) is required in order to develop the 3D completely
supported in the common browser. During developing this project, the author has the
problem regarding the capability in having the Caligari Truespace version 6. The author
only has the full version installer of Caligari Truespace version 3.2 that has no capability
to save the 3D object to .w3d format that will be supported by the common browser from
the Internet. The same software of the version 6, the author only get the trial version. So
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for the future enhancement, the availability of the full version of Caligari Truespace
version 6 is required.
CREATE 3D OBJECT USING 3D RHINOCEROS
LOAD 3D OBJECT INTO CALIGARI TRUESPACE V.6
SAVE THE LOAD 3D OBJECT AS .w3d
IMPORT THE .w3d OBJECT INTO MACROMEDIA
DIRECTORS.5
Figure 36 3D Development Flow
Besides that, the full system also needs to be developed for other buildings other
than the focused area (Building 01 and Building 02) that are Information Technology
Building and Information System Building. The system may also been developedaround
other Building such as Chancellor Hall or other Academic Building and implemented by
the IT and Media Department to update the data and information of the system.
Other than future enhancement that are stated above, more details information
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INTERACTIVE UTP MAP KIOSK QUESTIONNAIRES
Interactive map is a map that guides the UTP outsiders who are not familiar with the UTP New
Academic Building that has just been built by early this year. This system will help those outsiders who are
not familiar with the New Academic Building surrounding. This project is for the Final Year Project.
Note: Check your selected answer with [X].
1. Have you been to the UTP New Academic Building before this?
[ ] Yes [ ] No
Specify your kind of respondent:
[ ] Student
[ ] New Academic Staff
[ ] Non New Academic Staff
[ ] Others
If you are staff please state your placement




3. Are you familiar with the New Academic Building surroundings?
[ ] Yes [ ] No
4. Do you know each room that exists in certain building at New Academic Building?
[ ] Yes [ ] No
5. Do you know the name and number of that room?
[ ] Yes [ ] No
6. From your observation, are there any facilities that may help and guide outsiderswhile they are in
UTP?
[ ] Yes [ 1 No
7. Which map do you prefer to use?
[ ] Static Map [ ] Interactive and Animation Map
8. Do you need details informationabout a specificmap such as details description of the building in
the form of text?
[ 1 Yes [ ] No
9. Do you think that UTP needs to have a kiosk that contains the map and details informationabout
New Academic Building?
[ ] Yes [ ] No
Why?
10. What kind of elements that you think is needed to be includedin the map kiosk?
[ ] User Feedback
[ ] User Suggestion
[ ] Forum
[ ] Others
Note : The basic elements that are
11. Any suggestions for Interactive UTP Map Kiosk?
12. Fromyour observation, what are the navigation facilities that you can see around UTP New
Academic Building that may help you to navigate around the area?
[ ] Sign Board
[ ] Label of room or bulding
[ ] Map stand
Thank youfor your cooperation.
